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MFR Assists with TC
On Saturday, May 22, MFR units (Battalion Chief, Engine 3, and Truck
1) responded to assist with a report of a traffic collision/cut and
rescue at Max Gilliss Boulevard and Winchester Road. Cal Fire’s
Engine 83 was the first to arrive on scene and reported two vehicles
blocking the roadway with moderate damage. After further
investigation, it was discovered that there were two patients. One
sustained major injuries and required extrication. The other patient
sustained minor injuries; both were transported to local area
hospitals for additional medical care.
How Great Leadership is Generated in Significant Crisis
LollyDaskal.com • May 2020 • By Lolly Daskal

For years I have studied and observed great leadership, teaching and
coaching leaders and organizations around the world on the qualities
that make leaders effective. One thing I’ve learned through that
experience: when crisis hits, the best leaders are ready to act
courageously and boldly. Their leadership grows and deepens even
through dark times because they hold close to the core principles of
leadership:
They think of others, not themselves. Many people are drawn to
leadership because they want the titles and perks of a powerful
position. In a time of crisis, those leaders…
MORE HERE

Fires
Explosion/No Fire
EMS
Traffic Collisions
Technical Rescue
HazMat
Service Calls
Lift Assists
Good Intent
Cancelled Calls
Alarm Activations
Severe Weather
Citizen Complaint
Miscellaneous
Total Calls

EMS Calls – GOALS REACHED
Measurable
90%
NFPA
MFR
Alarm Handling
0:01:09 84.7%
84.7%
Turnout
0:01:39 51.9%
51.9%
Travel
0:07:12 29.7%
74.3%
Total Response
0:09:02 41.2%
80.4%
FIRE Calls – GOALS REACHED (8-week data)
Measurable
90%
NFPA
MFR
Alarm Handling
0:01:55 66.7%
80.6%
Turnout
0:01:34 82.9%
88.6%
Travel
0:07:18 20.0%
62.9%
Total Response
0:10:09 34.3%
88.6%
FIRE PREVENTION/COMMUNITY RISK
Construction - New and Tenant Improvement
Planning: Design Reviews
3
Plan Submittals
12
New Construction Inspections
25
Plans & Inspection Revenue
$1,618
Routine and State-Mandated
Inspections
6
Re-Inspections
0
Number of Violations
4
Routine Fire Inspection Revenue
$332
Code Enforcement
1
Public Education
Public Education Presented
0
Public Education Attendees
0
Fire Investigations
Investigations
0
Development Fees
Weekly DIF
$0
Weekly DAF
$0
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Neighbors Helping Neighbors

Vegetation Management Goes Awry in the Heat

On Wednesday, May 27, all units responded to a report of a vegetation fire in the area of Los Alamos Road and Menifee Road.
Engine 4 was the first to arrive on scene and reported a one-acre fire in light fuel with a slow rate of spread. The fire was held
at one acre with no reported structure damage or injuries to fire personnel. (Photos by Daniel Biggs)

Vegetation Fire near I-215

Looks Like a Bumpy Ride

Several units responded to a reported vegetation fire
near the freeway and Antelope Road on Sunday, May
24. After arriving on scene, multiple spot fires along a
half-mile strip of vegetation were discovered on the
northbound side of the I-215 freeway. Resources were
able to quickly knock the fire down and contain the
amount of vegetation burned to less than one acre in
size.

Truck 1 responded to a reported traffic collision with
injuries near Hazelnut and Bay Laurel avenues on
Friday, May 22. Upon arrival, T-1 found one vehicle off
the roadway, down a 30’ embankment, with moderate
damage to the vehicle. T-1 established Hazel IC and
requested an additional engine company. The patient
was successfully removed from the vehicle and
transported to the hospital with minor injuries.

Need someone to visit with? The Counseling Group: 909-884-0133
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Engineer Andy Stang, Deputy Fire Chief Mike
Lopez and Captain Shad Chanley

MFR participates in a drive-by parade with MPD.

Neighbors Helping Neighbors

For several weeks, Murrieta
Fire & Rescue has been
assisting with the distribution
of the Senior Lunch Program
on Fridays. Recently, one
participant came through the
line with part of her fender
dragging on the ground. The
Engine 2 crew had the
woman wait until they were
able to secure it and prevent
further damage to her
vehicle. Turns out it was
Management Analyst Brian
Crawford’s mother. So glad
we were able to help our city
staff family.

Meeting of the minds!

(L to R) Battalion Chief Dave Perez, Deputy Fire
Chief Mike Lopez and Fire Chief David Lantzer.

How many firefighters does it take…?

(L to R) Deputy Fire Chief Mike Lopez, Firefighter Michael Ray, Fire Inspector Andy
Spada, Captain Shad Chanley, and Engineer Andy Stang.
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Captain Eric Ackerman

Neighbors Helping Neighbors

EMS Coordinator Jennifer Antonucci

10 fire facts to share with cops

The Perils of Preoxygenation

FireRescue1.com • May 22, 2020 • By Mike Wood

EMSWorld.com • Oct 6, 2019 • By Tyler Christifulli

Help police officers better understand the environment
if they become trapped in a fire or find themselves in a
tactical situation involving fire
When a deranged killer launched a series of deadly
attacks in Nova Scotia in April, he set fire to multiple
homes and vehicles during his rampage. While 13 of his
victims were killed by gunfire, Canadian police reported
that 9 of his 22 victims were killed in the seven fires that
engulfed their homes.
Closer to home, a Florida man opened fire on
firefighters and police from inside a burning home
where he was later found dead. And earlier in the year,
a Hawaii man killed two police officers and set fire to his
house.
Fire has been used as a weapon since man first learned
to control it, and remains a significant threat for law
enforcement to deal with today. Fire can be used by the
enemy to murder innocents…
MORE HERE

Preoxygenation is the process of obtaining a desired
oxygen saturation prior to intubation. This article
discusses the three different factors that will affect your
ability to preoxygenate and the variables that change
the rate at which desaturation occurs.
In a clean ventilation/perfusion ratio, oxygen should be
able to freely move through the airway and diffuse from
the alveoli and into the pulmonary circulation. If either
the ventilation or perfusion side is compromised, it will
affect the efficiency of respiration.
Diffusion Compromise
Water, bile, blood, and infiltrates can obstruct the
alveolar territory in which gas exchange occurs. When
you have blood moving from the right ventricle to the
left ventricle without being properly oxygenated, it’s
called shunting. Depending on the degree and surface
area involved, shunting from pulmonary edema or
infiltrates will not always be…
MORE HERE

Captain Eric Ackerman

Fire Marshal Chris Jensen

Rapid Response: LAFD officer likely saved lives by
noticing ‘scene sickness’

Coronavirus complicates California wildfire preparation,
raising worry over evacuation shelters

FireRescue1.com • May 18, 2020 • By Aliese Alter

LATimes.com • Apr 3, 2020 • By Joseph Serna

Seeing the signs and signals of environmental change
is like recognizing the signs and symptoms of a stroke
or heart attack
WHAT HAPPENED

With the traditional start of California’s dreaded wildfire
season approaching, the spread of the coronavirus has
threatened to complicate state firefighting efforts.
Although top emergency officials say they are hopeful
that the spread of COVID-19 will taper off by the time
serious fire weather arrives in the fall, the outbreak has
already forced departments to put large training
exercises on hold, cancel controlled burns and delay
inspections of fire-prone properties in Los Angeles.
Of greatest concern to American Red Cross officials is
preventing the spread of illness at evacuation centers,
which can quickly grow crowded with evacuees of all
ages.
Another question is how battalions of firefighters might
guard against the pathogen while battling flames in
close formations, or while eating…
MORE HERE

Los Angeles Fire Department (LAFD) firefighters
responded to a reported building fire in the Little Tokyo
section of downtown Los Angeles on Saturday, May 16,
at approximately 6:30 p.m.
The first-arriving firefighters found a large one-story
commercial building with smoke showing.
As the crew from Engine Company 9 made the push
inside and onto the roof, the officer ordered an
evacuation, and conditions quickly deteriorated.
As firefighters attempted to reach safe positions, there
was a sudden eruption of smoke…
MORE HERE
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Battalion Chief Steve Kean
Station 1: Transfer Switch Replacement
Station 2: Fire Station Alerting Zoning
Station 3: No activity
Station 4: No activity
Station 5: No activity
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from Dawn Morrison

Fire Dispatch: To Script or Not to Script
Firehouse.com • Apr 1, 2020 • Barry Furey

Scripted protocols have become a mainstay of public
safety dispatching. Produced by a number of vendors,
scripted protocols enumerate questions to be asked of
and advice to be given to emergency callers. As such,
variants exist for all services. Emergency fire dispatch
(EFD), emergency medical dispatch (EMD) and
emergency police dispatch (EPD) routines are utilized in
thousands of facilities nationwide in both computerized
and manual flip-card form. As with any policy or
procedure, there are supporters and detractors. This
debate rose to the forefront last year when one major
city announced that it would discontinue the use of
scripted protocols.
In August 2019, the city of Minneapolis made public its
decision to abandon programs…
MORE HERE

Where is Waldo’s fire hydrant?
Noah “The Mechanic” Praytor
T1:

In service

T2R: In service
E2:

OOS Engine work/warranty

E3:

In service

E3R: OOS Electrical
E4:

In service

E4R: In service
E5:

In service
B2:

In service

B3:

In service

B4:

In service

OES: Pump overhaul
R5:

In service

WT: In service
A&L: In service
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